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"Teen pop filtered through the Ramones, Bay City Rollers from hell, Johnny Thunders meets the

Raspberries--that's Candy." L.A. Weekly 25 MP3 Songs POP: Power Pop, POP: 80's Pop Details: Now,

18 years after the Los Angeles pop-glam band known as "Candy" released their cult classic major label

album "Whatever Happened to Fun," fans of unadulterated power pop can revisit the big-haired 80's with

"Candy - Teenage Neon Jungle" nationally released on SongTree Records. With a walloping 25 tracks of

original raw demos, live and re-recorded songs, and little gems from Candy's audio scrapbook, and with

its extensive liner notes and photos, "Teenage Neon Jungle" takes you on a voyeuristic ride with a

breaking band in the heart of America's music world. Behind Candy's unified sound were Gilby Clarke

(guitar, vocals); Jonathan Daniel (bass, vocals,); Kyle Vincent (lead vocals, rhythm guitar); and John

Schubert (drums, vocals). Drawn together by the same ambition -- "to play good music" -- the guys met

by chance and circumstance, and the combination was instantly natural. When Candy played their first

gig, the legendary Kim Fowley saw them and predicted, "These guys are the next matinee idols." Bands

as diverse as Green Day and Gin Blossoms have listed Candy as influences and, even nearly two

decades after the fact, some of these songs could stand up to Jimmy Eats World and other contemporary

power pop bands. Candy toured for a year, playing all of LA's infamous nightspots and opening national

tours for Rick Springfield and Corey Hart. Though the band was short-lived - Clarke joined Guns N'

Roses, Vincent went on to a solo career - their admirers have remained enthralled by Candy's brief

influence. Whatever happened to fun? It's all over "Teenage Neon Jungle!"
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